SIGN
ON
This is just
the start.

A toolkit for the ongoing fight for racial justice

This toolkit contains information to continue the work to achieve racial justice
on several fronts. The tools inside will help you be more informed and engaged by
taking a serious look at the injustices around us and actively combating them.
Our aim is to give you tools to act now, act meaningfully, and act
more—regardless of your capacity. To direct focus to these issues with the
power and influence of your voice and action, join us and do your part!

Sign on to educate, donate, march, advocate,
sign or start a petition today. Use these
downloadable social graphics to share and
post by linking chng.it/toolkit in your bio.
Spread awareness and stay informed
using the following hashtags:
#JusticeBreonnaTaylor #JusticeforGeorgeFloyd
#JusticeforTonyMcdade #DefundthePolice
#Blacklivesmatter #blacktranslivesmatter

GEORGE FLOYD
Over 17 million people have signed the petition to present
George Floyd’s case to the attorney general, and their
efforts have worked. Here are more actions you can
take to keep pushing for justice in his case.

Sign the Petition
Contact Minnesota Officials: Mayor Jacob Frey
Show up: Find protests via your
local Black Lives Matter chapter

ANTI- RACISM
EDUCATION
Be actively anti-racist—do your part to call out racism
in your family, among your friends, and your communities.
Inward Action: Educate yourself - Anti-Racism
Inward Action: Educate yourself - Racial Justice
Inward Action: Do the work
Donate: National Bail Fund Network
Donate: American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)

BREONNA
TAYLOR
Just like we showed up enmasse for George,
we must continue to show up for Breonna Taylor.
Currently, Louisville Police have temporarily
suspended “no-knock” search warrants—but
that’s not enough. Here’s what you can do to
demand that Louisville officials call for the
arrest of the police officers who killed her.

Sign the Petition
Contact
Louisville Officials
Donate

TONY MCDADE
All Black lives matter—trans lives included. Tony McDade, a Black
trans man, was shot and killed at the hands of police in Tallahassee,
FL. Details surrounding his death are still unclear, but you can still use
your voice to hold the officers involved accountable by signing and
sharing the “Justice for Tony McDade” petition, calling Tallahassee
officials to demand justice, and support Black trans lives by using
the hashtag #blacktranslivesmatter.

Sign the Petition
Email Government Officials
Donate: Tony McDade
Donate: The Okra Project
Donate: The Tony McDade Mental Health
Donate: Homeless Black Trans Women Fund

DEFUND
THE POLICE
Defunding the police means allocating resources away from police
departments to other sorely underfunded parts of the community like
education, social services, housing, and more. Defund12 is a crowdsourced platform dismantling racial injustice by providing you with the
emails of your local government officials to contact to take this action.
Sign the Petition
Email Government Officials
Donate: Innocence Project
Read: The History of Policing

RECHARGE
Taking time to replenish your spirit allows you to continue to fight
against injustice while taking care of your mental health. Here is a list
of mental health resources curated by and for Black people in addition
to a mediation app created for People of Color communities to heal
and support.
Inward Action: Mental Health Resources
Inward Action: Meditation Resource
Inward Action: Healing and Support

STAY
INFORMED
A collection of great platforms and organizations to follow
in order to continue to stay active and engaged.
Black Lives Matter: Join the movement to fight for freedom,
liberation and justice.
The Movement for Black Lives: Support Black-led, rapid-response
efforts and long-term strategy, policy and infrastructure investment
in the movement ecosystem

